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Abstract
The broadcast function, B(n), is the minimum number of edges in any graph on n vertices
such that each vertex can broadcast in time log n. It is a long-standing conjecture that B(n)
is non-decreasing for n in the range 2m−1 + 16 n6 2m. We show that the conjecture holds
for n in the range 2m−1 + 16 n6 2m−1 + 2m−3. Our investigation produces a similar result for
k-broadcasting, a variant of broadcasting in which an informed vertex can call up to k of its
neighbors in each time unit. Along the way, we give a method to construct k-broadcast graphs,
those graphs which allow minimum time k-broadcasting from each vertex for certain values
of n and give some new results on t-relaxed k-broadcast graphs—those graphs which allow
k-broadcasting from each vertex in minimum +t time units.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and denitions
Broadcasting is the process of message dissemination in a communication network
in which a message, originated by one node, is transmitted to all nodes of the net-
work by placing a series of calls over the communication lines of the network. This
is to be completed as quickly as possible. Typically, it is assumed that each call
involves only one informed node and one of its neighbors, each call requires one
unit of time, a vertex can participate in only one call per unit of time, and a
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vertex can only call its neighbors. Here, we consider k-broadcasting in which each call
involves a caller who sends the message to k (or fewer) of its neighbors in one time
unit.
Given a connected graph G and a message originator, vertex u, the k-broadcast
time of vertex u, bk(u), is the minimum number of time units required to complete a
k-broadcast from the vertex u. For any vertex u in a connected graph G with n vertices,
bk(u)¿logk+1 n, since the number of informed vertices can at most be multiplied by
k+1 during each time unit. The k-broadcast time of a graph G, denoted bk(G), is the
maximum k-broadcast time of any vertex u in G, i.e. bk(G)= max{bk(u)|u∈V (G)}.
For the complete graph Kn with n¿2 vertices, bk(Kn)= logk+1 n, the smallest
k-broadcast time for any graph on n vertices. However, Kn is not minimal with respect
to this property for any n¿4, when n¿k+2. That is, we can remove edges from
Kn and still have a graph G with n vertices such that bk(G)= logk+1 n. We use the
term k-broadcast graph to refer to any graph G on n vertices with bk(G)= logk+1 n.
The k-broadcast function, Bk(n), is the minimum number of edges in any k-broadcast
graph on n vertices. A minimum k-broadcast graph is a k-broadcast graph on n vertices
having Bk(n) edges.
Most of the previous work in this area has been for k =1. For a survey of results
on broadcasting and related problems, see Hedetniemi et al. [7]. Grigni and Peleg [4]
showed that Bk(n)∈(kLk(n)n) where Lk(n) denotes the exact number of consecutive
leading k’s in the (k+1)-ary representation of n − 1. Lazard [9] studied minimum
k-broadcast graphs and, in particular, gave some values of B2(n), B3(n) and B4(n) for
small values of n. KKonig and Lazard [8] generalized some results on 1-broadcasting
and found minimum k-broadcast graphs for all n in the range k+36n62k+3. Im-
proved bounds on Bk(n) have been reported recently by Lee and Ventura [10] and by
Harutyunyan and Liestman [6]. Finally, there is a long-standing conjecture that B(n)
is monotone for n in the range 2m+16n62m+1 for every m¿0. (This conjecture is
mentioned in [1,3], but we believe that it was known to researchers in the area before
those papers.) An obvious generalization of this conjecture is that Bk(n) is monotone
for n in the range (k+1)m+16n6(k+1)m+1 for every m¿0.
It may sometimes be acceptable to allow an increase in k-broadcast time in order to
decrease the number of edges. This led Farley [2], Liestman [11], and Grigni and Peleg
[4] to consider graphs in which broadcasting could be completed in slightly more than
minimum time. In particular, Grigni and Peleg gave bounds on the number of edges in
graphs in which k-broadcasting could be completed in time logk+1 n+ t for t=1. A
graph G on n vertices is called a t-relaxed k-broadcast graph if bk(G)6logk+1 n+ t
where t¿0. Btk(n) is used to denote the minimum number of edges in any t-relaxed
k-broadcast graph on n vertices. A minimum t-relaxed k-broadcast graph is a t-relaxed
k-broadcast graph on n vertices with Btk(n) edges.
In Section 2, we give a new upper bound on Btk(n) by constructing k-broadcast
graphs for certain n. In Section 3, we present constructions of t-relaxed k-broadcast
graphs. In Section 4, we prove that Btk(n) is monotone in the range (k+1)
m−1+16n6
(k+1)m for t¿1 and that for k¿1, Bk(n) is monotone in the range (k+1)m−1+16n6
(k+1)m−1+(k+1)m−3. This latter partially conLrms the long-standing conjecture on
the monotonicity of B(n).
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Fig. 1. Sample 3-nomial trees.
2. Construction of k-broadcast graphs
The following construction provides an improved upper bound on Bk(n) for some
particular values of n.
The b-nomial tree T m;b of dimension m has bm vertices and bm − 1 edges and can
be constructed recursively. The tree T 0; b is a single vertex. For m¿1, the tree T m;b is
obtained from b copies of T m−1; b by connecting the roots of b−1 copies of T m−1; b to
the root u of the remaining copy of T m−1; b. This vertex u is the root of T m;b. Fig. 1
shows T 2;3 and T 3;3.
Consider the problem of k-broadcasting from the root of T m; k+1, a (k+1)-nomial
tree on (k+1)m vertices. Since in this paper, we consider only (k+1)-nomial trees,
we will omit the k+1 and use T m to denote the (k+1)-nomial tree of dimension m.
The root of this tree, denoted vm, has km children vm−11 ; v
m−1
2 ; : : : ; v
m−1
k ; v
m−2
1 ; v
m−2
2 ; : : : ;
vm−2k ; : : : ; v
0
1 ; v
0
2; : : : ; v
0
k . Each vertex v
i
j , where 06i6m − 1, 16j6k, is the root of a
(k+1)-nomial tree T ij of dimension i on (k+1)
i vertices. To k-broadcast from vm, the
root calls vertices vm−i1 , v
m−i
2 ; : : : ; v
m−i
k at time i for each 16i6m. Each vertex which
learns the message at time i calls k uninformed neighbors in order of decreasing subtree
size at each time unit i+1; i+2; : : : ; m.
The k-broadcast schemes for the graphs constructed in this section are based on
this k-broadcast scheme which we will refer to as the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme. In
particular, beginning with an n vertex subgraph of T logk+1 n, we add edges so that
each vertex can (essentially) play the role of vlogk+1 n in the scheme above. Since
Bk(n) is known exactly [8] for n6k+2 and for n=(k+1)m, we will not consider
these cases in our constructions.
To construct a k-broadcast graph Gkn on n vertices, let n=(m−1m−2 : : : 0)k+1 be
the (k+1)-ary representation of the integer n where 06i6k for i=0; : : : ; m− 1 and
m= logk+1 n. Let =0 if 0 = 1 = · · · = m−4 = 0 and let  = 1 if 0 + · · · +
m−4¿0.
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Fig. 2. Structure of trees for case 1 when k = 2 and n = 541.
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Fig. 3. Structure of trees for case 2 when k = 3 and n = 795.
Our construction is a modiLcation of Peleg’s construction [12]. Both constructions
begin with a collection of rooted trees on n vertices. In Peleg’s construction, each
non-root vertex is joined by an edge to each of the roots. In our construction, each
non-root vertex is joined to approximately one half of the roots. In particular, in the
binary case, our construction saves approximately n edges.
We now describe how to construct a k-broadcast graph Gkn on n vertices for n such
that m−2 = 0 and m−3+6k. For each j such that 16j6m−1, we add T m−1j , a
copy of the (k+1)-nomial tree of dimension m − 1 with root vm−1j . For each j such
that 16j6m−3+, we add T m−3j , a copy of the (k+1)-nomial tree of dimension
m− 3 with root vm−3j .
If =1, we delete some vertices from the “last” tree, T m−3m−3+1. In particular, we
repeatedly delete a leaf of T m−3m−3+1 that is furthest from its root v
m−3
m−3+1 until only
m−4(k+1)m−4+m−5(k+1)m−5+ · · ·+ 1(k+1)+0 vertices remain in that tree.
There are two cases to consider:
Case 1: If m−16m−3+, no further vertices need to be deleted and we have
m−1+m−3+ trees. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the structure obtained for k =2,
m=6, n=541= (202001)3 and =1. The tree T 33 has vertices deleted.
Case 2: If m−1¿m−3+, then we delete m−1 − (m−3+) additional vertices in
the same way as before. To the result, we then add m−1 − (m−3+) new single
vertex trees. We use T m−3m−3++1; T
m−3
m−3++2; : : : ; T
m−3
m−1 to denote these single vertex trees
and vm−3m−3++1; v
m−3
m−3++2; : : : ; v
m−3
m−1 to denote their roots (and only vertices). (We realize
that these superscripts should be 0, but this notational abuse will allow the rest of the
construction to be described more easily.) In this case, the graph constructed consists
of 2m−1 trees. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the structure obtained for k =3, m=5,
n=795= (30123)4 and =1. The tree T 22 has vertices deleted and the tree T
2
3 is a
single vertex.
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Note that in either case, the graph constructed so far can be regarded as a subgraph
of the (k+1)-nomial tree T m. This underlying structure is of particular importance and
we refer to the position of vertices in Gkn as if they were in T
m.
In either case, for any vertex u in any subtree T ij , we add edges to connect to some
of the roots. In particular, if the distance from u to vij (the root of T
i
j ) is odd, we
connect u to all of the roots vm−3j′ and otherwise we connect u to all of the roots v
m−1
j′ .
We can eliminate any duplicate edges or self loops that are created during this process.
The resulting graph is Gkn .
For the purposes of this paper, a rather weak upper bound on the number of edges
in Gkn will suOce. An expression for the actual number of edges is rather complicated
but would provide a better upper bound for Bk(n).
In case 1, we have n−(m−1+m−3+) tree edges plus some non-tree edges. If x is
the number of vertices at even distances from the roots of their trees, then the number
of non-tree edges is less than xm−1+(n − x)(m−3+). This double counts the tree
edges connecting roots to their children and includes the self loops at the roots. Thus,
in this case, the total number of edges in Gkn is less than (m−3++1)n−x(m−3+−
m−1)− (m−3++m−1)¡(m−3++1)n since m−3+¿m−1.
In case 2, we have n− 2m−1 tree edges. By the construction, every vertex is con-
nected to m−1 roots for an additional nm−1 non-tree edges. Again, we have counted
some edges twice. Thus, the number of edges is less than (n−2m−1)+nm−1¡(m−1+
1)n.
Thus, we have the following upper bound on Bk(n).
Theorem 2.1. Let n= m−1m−2 : : : 0 be the (k+1)-ary representation of the integer
n and let =0 if 0 = 1 = · · · = m−4 = 0 and =1 if 0+· · ·+m−4¿0. If m−2 = 0
and m−3+6k, then Bk(n)6max{((m−3++1)n); (m−1+1)n}.
Proof. The graph Gkn constructed above has n6k(k+1)
m−1+k(k+1)m−3 vertices and
at most max{((m−3++1)n); (m−1+1)n} edges. We now show that Gkn is a k-
broadcast graph by describing minimum time k-broadcast schemes for each possible
originator in Gkn . Unless otherwise speciLed, any informed vertex calls its neighbors
as in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme for T m.
When root vm−1j for some j is the originator, it calls vertices v
m−1
1 ; v
m−1
2 ; : : : ; v
m−1
j−1 ;
vm−1j+1 ; : : : ; v
m−1
m−1 and v
m−3
1 at time 1. Except for v
m−3
1 , these roots are all informed at the
same time as in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme and can proceed to k-broadcast within
their own subtrees beginning at time 2. At time 2, vm−31 calls one of its children, say
y, and at time 3, y calls vm−31 ; v
m−3
2 ; : : : ; v
m−3
m−3+. Thus, all of the roots are informed
no later than in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme. Thus, all vertices of Gkn are informed
by time m as in T m.
If the originator is a root vm−3j for some j, then at time 1 the originator v
m−3
j calls
vm−11 ; v
m−1
2 ; : : : ; v
m−1
m−1 . The rest of the scheme is as in the previous case.
Suppose that the originator is a non-root vertex u in T ij which is at an even distance
from the root of T ij . At time 1, u calls v
m−1
1 ; : : : ; v
m−1
m−1 . At time 2, u calls one of its
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children, say y, and at time 3, y calls vm−31 ; : : : ; v
m−3
m−3+. Again, all of the roots are
informed at the same time as in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme and all vertices of Gkn
are informed by time m.
Suppose that the originator is a non-root vertex u in T ij which is at an odd dis-
tance from the root of T ij . At time 1, u calls v
m−3
1 ; : : : ; v
m−3
m−1 . At time 2, u calls one
of its children, say y, and at time 3, y calls vm−11 ; : : : ; v
m−1
m−3+. In this case, these roots
receive the information two time units later than in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme.
At time 4 and later, these roots can proceed as in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme,
but the calls that they would have made at times 2 and 3 have not (yet) been ac-
counted for. At time 2, each root vm−3j can call the vertices that v
m−1
j calls at time
2 in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme. Since these vertices are all adjacent to vm−1j ,
they are at odd distance from their roots and so they are also adjacent to vm−3j . Sim-
ilarly, at time 3, each root vm−3j can call the vertices that v
m−1
j calls at time 3 in
the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme. Again, these vertices are also at odd distance from
their roots. All of the vertices mentioned here, except for the vm−1j , are informed
by this scheme no later than in (k+1)-nomial tree scheme and are able to make their
(other) calls as in the (k+1)-nomial tree scheme. Thus, all vertices of Gkn are informed
by time m.
In particular, when m−1 = 1 and m−3+61, we get the following result which
will be used in Section 4.
Corollary 2.1a. If n6(k+1)m−1+(k+1)m−3, then Bk(n)¡2n.
3. Time relaxed k-broadcasting
We now turn our attention to t-relaxed k-broadcasting, that is k-broadcasting in
graphs on n vertices in time logk+1 n+ t for some t¿1. Recall that Btk(n) is the
minimum number of edges in any t-relaxed k-broadcast graph on n vertices. It is easy
to see that Bt+1k (n)6B
t
k(n). For suOciently large t, t-relaxed k-broadcasting can be done
in a tree on n vertices. In fact, it is known that for t¿logk+1 n, Btk(n)=n− 1 [5].
We describe two methods to construct t-relaxed k-broadcast graphs and, thus pro-
vide upper bounds on Btk(n). Our Lrst construction is to connect the roots of several
(k+1)-nomial trees with a (k+1)-ary cube. Let r= logk+1 n − t for t6logk+1 n.
Connect the roots of (k+1)r copies of the (k+1)-nomial tree T t with the edges of
a (k+1)-ary cube Qk+1r of dimension r. This gives a graph on (k+1)
logk+1 n ver-
tices. To obtain a graph G on n vertices, simply delete (k+1)logk+1 n − n vertices
from the (k+1)-nomial trees by repeatedly deleting a leaf that is furthest from its
root.
Theorem 3.1. Btk(n)6n+
1
2(k+1)
logk+1 n−t(klogk+1 n − kt − 2) when 16t6
logk+1 n.
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Proof. The graph G constructed above on n vertices contains n−(k+1)r tree edges and
(rk=2)(k+1)r cube edges. Thus, the number of edges is n− (k+1)r+(rk=2)(k+1)r =
n+ 12(k+1)
logk+1 n−t(klogk+1 n − kt − 2).
To k-broadcast from any vertex u in G, u Lrst sends its message to the root of its tree
(along tree edges) which takes at most t time units. This root initiates a k-broadcast
within the cube Qk+1r , which completes by time t+r. The remaining vertices can then
be informed by k-broadcasting within each tree by time 2t+r= 2t+logk+1 n −
t= logk+1 n+ t. Since (k+1)logk+1 n−1¡n6(k+1)logk+1 n, this upper bound is less
than n+ 12(k+1)
logk+1 n−t(klogk+1 n − kt − 2).
When t is small, the above bound is not particularly good. The following construction
provides a better bound for small t. Let m= logk+1 n. Begin with a copy of the
(k+1)-nomial tree T mk+1 of dimension m which has (k+1)
m vertices. Let u denote
the root of this tree. Delete (k+1)m − n vertices from this tree (again, by repeatedly
deleting furthest leaves) to obtain the tree T on n vertices. Partition the vertices of
T into sets Si, the set of vertices at distance d ≡ i (mod t) from the root u for each
i, 06i6t − 1. Choose j such that Sj is one of the Si containing the fewest vertices.
Clearly, |Sj|6
n=t. Add connector edges from each element of Sj to u to obtain the
graph G.
Theorem 3.2. Btk(n)6(n− 1)+
n=t, t¿1.
Proof. The graph G contains n− 1 tree edges and at most 
n=t connector edges.
Consider a vertex v in G and let a(v) denote the nearest ancestor of v in T which
is either the root u or a member of Sj, the set of vertices connected to u by connector
edges. To k-broadcast from v, v sends the message to a(v) by time t − 1. Vertex
a(v) then sends the message to u by time t. In logk+1 n, additional time units, the
k-broadcast can be completed.
4. Monotonicity
A long-standing conjecture is that B(n) (in our terms, B01 (n)) is monotone for n in
the range 2m−1+16n62m. We now show that for t¿1 and k¿1, Btk(n) is monotone
in the range (k+1)m−1+16n6(k+1)m and that for k¿1, B0k (n) is monotone in the
range (k+1)m−1+16n6(k+1)m−1+(k+1)m−3. This latter proves the conjecture for
a smaller range, that is, for 2m−1+16n62m−1+2m−3.
Theorem 4.1. If for all n, a6n6b − 1, where logk+1 a= logk+1 b, Btk(n)¡2n,
then Btk(n)6B
t
k(n+1) where t¿0.
Proof. Let G be a t-relaxed k-broadcast graph on n+1 vertices and Btk(n+1) edges.
Since Btk(n)¡2n, there is a vertex u∈V (G) with deg(u)63.
If deg(u)= 1, then by removing the vertex u and its incident edge, we obtain a
t-relaxed k-broadcast graph on n vertices and Btk(n+1)− 1 edges.
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If deg(u)= 2, let the neighbors of u be v and w. Remove vertex u with its incident
edges and add the edge (v; w) if it was not already in G. The resulting graph G′ with
at most Btk(n+1) − 1 edges is a t-relaxed k-broadcast graph on n vertices. Here, the
k-broadcast scheme for any originator in G′ is easily obtained from the corresponding
scheme in G as follows. Without loss of generality, in the scheme for G vertex u is
informed by v at time  . This call can be deleted in the scheme for G′. If u subsequently
calls w at some time  +x in the scheme for G, replace this call with a call from v to
w at time  .
If deg(u)= 3, let the neighbors of u be v1, v2 and v3. To obtain a t-relaxed k-
broadcast graph G′ on n vertices, remove vertex u and its incident edges and add the
edges (v1; v2), (v1; v3), and (v2; v3) (if they were not already in G). To k-broadcast
from any originator w of G′ consider a minimum time k-broadcast scheme S from
w in graph G. Without loss of generality, suppose that in S vertex u receives the
message from v1 at time  and then it calls vertices v2 and v3 at times  +x and  +y,
respectively where x6y. (The simpler situation in which u calls fewer of its neighbors
is easily handled.) To k-broadcast from vertex w in graph G′ we use the scheme S
with the following changes: at time  vertex v1 calls vertex v2 (in place of u) and at
time  +x vertex v2 calls vertex v3.
Thus, in any case, G′ is a t-relaxed k-broadcast graph on n vertices and at most
Btk(n+1) edges, so B
t
k(n+1)¿B
t
k(n).
From Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, we get the following:
Corollary 4.1a. If t¿1, k¿1, and (k+1)m−1+16n6(k+1)m − 1, then Btk(n)6
Btk(n+1).
From Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.1a, we get the following:
Corollary 4.1b. For any k¿1 and (k+1)m−1+16n6(k+1)m−1+(k+1)m−3 − 1,
Bk(n)6Bk(n+1).
We have considered the monotonicity of Btk(n) with respect to n. From the deLnition
of Btk(n), it is clear that B
t
k(n)¿B
t+1
k (n), that is, that B
t
k(n) is monotone for all t¿0.
Whether Btk(n) is monotone with respect to k is a complicated question. In particular, if
logk+1 n = logl+1 n the relationship between Btk(n) and Btl(n) is unclear. We note,
however, that if logk+1 n= logk+2 n, then Btk(n)6Btk+1(n) for k¿1 and for any
t¿0.
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